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Kinship testing 

(standard paternity testing)



DNA 
isolation

Capillary 
electrophoresis

DNA 
profiling

Comparison of DNA 
profiles

LR
Calculations

(paternity index,…)



Probability of mutually exclusive events

Pr (X or Y) = Pr(X) + Pr(Y)

Pr(1) + Pr(3) = 2/6



Probability of independent events

Pr(X and Y) = Pr (X) * Pr (Y)

Pr(5) * Pr(6) = 1/36



Conditional probabilty: events are dependent

Pr(B/A) = Pr(A and B) / Pr (A)

or

Pr(A and B) = Pr (B/A) * Pr(A)

The frequency of individuals with a blue right eye is

25% Pr(dx)=0.25

The frequency of individuals with a blue left eye is

25% Pr(sx)=0.25

Probability of having two blue eyes?

• 0.25 X 0.25 = 0.06

Pr(left eye is blue / right eye is blue) ~ 1

• Pr (both left and right eye are blue) = 1 x 0.25



Thomas Bayes



And now ladies and

gentlemen, the Monty

Hall problem*

*Go to last two slides for solution



BAYES THEOREM: revising a probability value based on additional

information that is later obtained.

✓ B1 and B2 are two mutually exclusive and exhaustive events

✓ A is the conditioning element

Pr(B1andA) Pr(B1andA) Pr(A/B1) * Pr(B1)

Pr (B1/A) = --------------- = ---------------------------- = -------------------------------------------------

Pr(A)* Pr(B1andA) + Pr(B2andA) Pr(A/B1)* Pr(B1) + Pr(A/B2)* Pr(B2)

Imagine you are blindfolded and then asked to pick a ball from a bag…

✓ Pr(B1) = p of picking a black ball from the bag 1/3

✓ Pr(B2) = p of picking a white ball from the bag 2/3

✓ Each ball carries a number (1 or 2)

• of black balls, ¾ carry number 1: Pr(A/B1) = 3/4

• of white balls, ¼ carry number 1: Pr(A/B2) = 1/4

✓ A = the ball you picked carries number 1!

*Pr(A) = p of picking a number 1 ball is the sum of ps of picking a black number 1

ball or a white number 1 ball

Pr(B1/A) = 3/5

What would you bet, black or white?

And after this additional information?



For B2 we’ll have:

Pr (A/B2) * Pr (B2)

Pr (B2/A) = --------------------------------------------------

Pr (A/B2)* Pr(B2) + Pr (A/B1)* Pr(B1)

We can also calculate the ratio of Pr B1 and B2 given A:

Pr (B1/A) Pr (A/B1) * Pr (B1) Pr (A/B2)* Pr(B2) + Pr (A/B1)* Pr(B1)
----------- = ------------------------------------------------ * -------------------------------------------------
Pr (B2/A) Pr (A/B1)* Pr(B1) + Pr (A/B2)* Pr(B2) Pr (A/B2) * Pr (B2)

Pr (B1/A) Pr (A/B1) Pr (B1)
----------- = ------------- * --------

Pr (B2/A) Pr (A/B2) Pr (B2)

In our “bag & balls” example, Pr(B1/A) / Pr (B2/A) = 3/2



Likelihood 

Ratio (LR) = 
1

Random match probability

In DNA identity testing the two mutually exclusive and

exhaustive hypotheses are:

A: the tested subject is the donor of the stain;

D: the tested subject is not the donor of the stain.

Additional information comes from genetic data G.

Pr (A / G) Pr (G / A) Pr (A)

---------------- = --------------- X -------------

Pr (D / G) Pr (G / D) Pr (D)



In paternity testing the two mutually exclusive and

exhaustive hypotheses are :

P: the tested subject is the biological father;

N: the tested subject is not the biological father.

Additional information comes from genetic data G.

Pr (P / G) Pr (G / P) Pr (P)

---------------- = --------------- X -------------

Pr (N / G) Pr (G / N) Pr (N)

Likelihood ratio

Paternity index (PI)
Probability 

of paternity (W) from German Wahrscheinlichkeit (probability)



11,148,12

12,14 11,128,14 12,14 8,11

Obligate paternal allele14 14 11 14 11

C,DA,B

B,C

mother father

child

(B) Example

(A) Mendelian Inheritance

Figure 23.2, J.M. Butler (2005) Forensic DNA Typing, 2nd Edition © 2005 Elsevier Academic Press



Pr (P / G) Pr (G / P) Pr (P)

-------------- = -------------- X ----------

Pr (N / G) Pr (G / N) Pr (N)

Pr (G / P) = ???

Consider a biallelic locus with alleles P and Q

Let’s assume the child is “PQ”, mother “QQ” and alleged

father “PQ”

PATERNITY INDEX, PI

Pr (FPQ/MQQ & PPQ) = Pr (FPQ and MQQ & PPQ) / Pr (MQQ & PPQ)  



Freq. 

Possibile 

couples

Freq. of 

children 

PP

Freq. of 

children 

PQ

Freq. of 

children 

QQ

PPXPP p4 p4 - -

PPXPQ 22p3q 2p3q 2p3q -

PPXQQ 2p2q2 - 2p2q2 -

PQXPQ 22 p2q2 p2q2 2p2q2 p2q2

PQXQQ 22 pq3 - 2pq3 2pq3

QQXQQ q4 - - q4

PPXPP - -

PPXPQ -

PPXQQ - -

PQXPQ

PQXQQ -

QQXQQ - -

Possibile 

couples

PPXPP - -

PPXPQ -

PPXQQ - -

PQXPQ

PQXQQ -

QQXQQ - -

PPXPP - -

PPXPQ -

PPXQQ - -

PQXPQ

PQXQQ - 2pq3

QQXQQ - -

Pr (FPQ/MQQ & PPQ) = Pr (FPQ and MQQ & PPQ) / Pr (MQQ & PPQ)  



Pr (P / G) Pr (G / P) Pr (P)

-------------- = -------------- X ----------

Pr (N / G) Pr (G / N) Pr (N)

Pr (G / P) = ???

Consider a biallelic locus with alleles P and Q

Let’s assume the child is “PQ”, mother “QQ” and alleged

father “PQ”

PATERNITY INDEX, PI

Pr (FPQ/MQQ & PPQ) = Pr (FPQ and MQQ & PPQ) / Pr (MQQ & PPQ)  

Pr (G / N) = ??? 

Pr (FPQ/MQQ) = Pr (FPQ and MQQ) / Pr (MQQ)



Pr (FPQ/MQQ) = Pr (FPQ and MQQ) / Pr (MQQ)

PPXPP - -

PPXPQ -

PPXQQ 2p2q2 - -

PQXPQ

PQXQQ 4pq3 -

QQXQQ - -

PPXPP - -

PPXPQ -

PPXQQ 2p2q2 - 2p2q2 -

PQXPQ

PQXQQ - 2pq3

QQXQQ - -

PPXPP - -

PPXPQ -

PPXQQ - -

PQXPQ

PQXQQ -

QQXQQ - -

PPXPP p4 p4 - -

PPXPQ 4 p3q 2p3q 2p3q -

PPXQQ - 2p2q2 -

PQXPQ 4p2q2 p2q2 2p2q2 p2q2

PQXQQ - 2pq3 2pq3

QQXQQ q4 - - q4

Possibile 

couples

Freq. 

Possibile 

couples

Freq. of 

children 

PP

Freq. of 

children 

PQ

Freq. of 

children 

QQ



Pr (P / G) Pr (G / P) Pr (P) 1/2 Pr (P)

-------------- = -------------- X ---------- = --- X ----------

Pr (N /G) Pr (G / N) Pr (N) p Pr (N)

Pr (G / P) = Pr (FPQ/MQQ & PPQ) = Pr (FPQ and MQQ & PPQ) / Pr (MQQ & PPQ) =

pq3 / 2pq3 = 1/2

Pr (G / N) = Pr (FPQ/MQQ) = Pr (FPQ and MQQ) / Pr (MQQ) = (p2q2 + pq3) / q2 =

pq2 X (p + q) / q2 = p

If p = 0.2 (1/5) then PI = 5/2 = 2.5. The observed genotypes are 2.5

times more likely according to the hypothesis of paternity.

PI values obtained with a standard set of 16 independent STRs can be

freely multiplied, reaching, on average, PI combined values of ~ 5 x 1010



It is reasonable to assume that, a priori, the probability of paternity

and non paternity are equal (Essen-Moeller transformation),

consequently:

Pr (P / G) ½

-------------- = --- * 1

Pr (N /G) p

If p = 0.2, PI = 5/2 given the observed genotypes: it means that in 5

cases out of 7 (71%) paternity is true, whereas in 2 cases out of 7 the

observed genetic compatibility is adventitiuos. 5/7 = 5/2 / (5/2+1)

W is then calculated according to the general formula:

PI

W = ------------

PI + 1

PROBABILITY OF PATERNITY (W)



What PI/W to enough paternity?

• Gendiagnostikgesetz (new German law regulating human genetics

as well as paternity analyses, 2013): W > 99.9% (PI > 1000)

• Italian Society for Human Genetics (SIGU, 2013): PI > 10000

• Italian working group of the International Society for Forensic

Genetics (GeFI, 2018): W > 99.99% (PI > 10000)

What’s

cooking?
stork



θ / FST = the probability that two alleles,
one taaken at random from each of
two individuals are identical by
descent (0.01-0.03)

Gc = child
Gm = mother
Gtm = alleged father

Formulas can be modified in order to
accomodate:
•Coancestry



PIµ = PI at a locus showing a mismatch
µ = locus specific mutation rate
PEx = locus specific average probability 
of exclusion

PIµ = µ / PEx

Mutations

Mutation rate of standard forensic STRs (µ) is on
average 2 out of 1000 meiosis (i.e. 3% chance of
mutation whit a 15 STRs panel).
µ varies according to:
• parent’s sex (higher in males than females
depending on gametogeneis)
•Father’s age (higher in older fathers)
•STR molecular structure (higher for more
complex STRs)
Dedicated software treat mutation according to
mutation models of different complexity. Easiest
way:

H2(1-2H(1-H)2)

H = locus heterozygosity
H = 1 – Σp2

p = frequency of each allele for that STR



How many mismatches are enough to exclude paternity?

• Gendiagnostikgesetz (new German law regulating

human genetics as well as paternity analyses, 2013): at

least 15 STR need to be typed and >3 mismatches need

to be observed to declare paternity exclusion

• Italian Society for Human Genetics (SIGU, 2013):

regardless of the number of observed mismatches, it is

always necessary to perform LR (PI) calculations and

paternity can be excluded when PI is < 0.0001

• Italian working group of the International Society for

Forensic Genetics (GeFI, 2018): at least 15 STR need to

be typed and >2 mismatches need to be observed to

declare paternity exclusion (PI calculation optional)

Formally 

correct, but 

possibly 

unpractical for 

Courts 



And now ladies and

gentlemen, the Monty

Hall problem…solved



A priori

Pr(N) = Pr(car not changing door) = Pr(car) =1/3

Pr(C) = Pr(car changing door)= Pr(door chosen does not hide car) *

Pr(new door picked doesn’t hide goat) = 2/3 * ½ = 1/3

…to change or not to change is irrelevant

Additional information (A)

Monty (who knows where the car is) shows that, behind one of the

doors which was not chosen, there’s a goat

Conditional probability

Pr(A/N) = Pr(Monty shows that goat, given that the door initially

chosen hides the car) =1/2

Pr(A/C) = Pr(Pr(Monty shows that goat, given that the door initially

chosen hides a goat) = 1

A posteriori

Pr(N/A) Pr(A/N) (Pr(N) 1/2 1/3

Pr(C/A) Pr(A/C) Pr(C) 1 1/3

…twice more likely to win the car if changing door!!!

=             *           =        *        = 1/2


